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ONE WORLD ADVENTURES TRIP INCLUSIONS 

Before you go: During your Adventure: 

 Bespoke tailoring of your group itinerary  International flights and all in-country transport 

 Adventure and Pre-Departure Workshops to ensure 
group members are prepared for the adventure 

 A highly experienced and qualified One World 
Adventures Leader 

 Supporting Adventure Packs covering all aspects of 
adventure preparation 

 24-hour back-up and support 

 Adventure Chronicle advice - to enhance the personal 
development experience  

 Catering (either cooked by the group or provided 
locally) 

 Comprehensive Adventure Kit Lit  Accommodation, either camping, hostels or hotels 

 Fundraising support and advice  Activity specific equipment 

High 

Minimum age 16 

Year Round 

21 - 28 

DAYS 

All of One World Adventures itineraries can be tailored for 

groups. This sample itinerary is designed to give you an idea of 

what your group can achieve on one of our adventures to Peru. 

Contact one of the One World Adventures team on 01962 

302051 to discuss your group needs and how to get the most 

from your adventure! 

PREREQUISITES 

FITNESS LEVEL 

WHEN TO GO 

ACCOMMODATION In Cusco, your group 

will stay in a hostel. At the Biosphere reserve your 

group will stay in custom built accommodation 

blocks. 



SAMPLE ITINERARY 

Day 1  DEPART UK 

Today your adventure begins! Your overnight flight will depart from London Heathrow and head to Peru via Madrid. 

Day 2  ARRIVE PERU 

Welcome to Peru! The time difference in Cusco is GMT -5 hours. Your flight will land at Alejandro Velasco Astete International 

Airport (CUZ) Cusco. Here you will be met by your driver and in-country staff who will transfer you to your first nights 

accommodation at a hostel in Cusco. You can use the rest of the day to acclimatise. 

Day 3  CUSCO ORIENTATION 

Today you will review the project administration and have a full orientation in Cusco. The project in the Manu Biological Reserve is 

remote and challenging. As such it is important for everyone to take part in a comprehensive orientation to the location, rules, and 

research procedures. 

Day 4  PROJECT ORIENTATION 

Upon arrival at your project you will be given an orientation to the location and facilities as well as meeting the local people who are 

involved with your project. 

Day 5 to Day 8  MANU BIOSPHERE: PROJECT PREP 

TRANSFER TO FIELD STATION 

At dawn, your group will take part in an early morning cloudforest walk 

to see the difference in wildlife from night to day. After your walk the 

group will head on to the field station where you will be based for the 

rest of your project. 

On arrival at the field station you will have a tour and review the rules 

which apply for everyone at the field station. You will take a mirador walk 

in the evening to get a clear perspective of this incredible location. 

During the next two days of orientation you will have training on basic 

jungle survival skills. Whilst this training will be fun, it is your preparation 

for a worst case scenario so should be taken seriously. You will also have 

presentations on the current research and conservation and social issues 

which the Biosphere Reserve faces. 

Day 9  REST DAY 

Today you can rest and reflect on the work you have completed so far. You will be staying in the same location for your next project 

so this is an ideal opportunity to arrange for community interactions such as a football game or play. 

Day 10 to Day 21 JUNGLE REHAB: AMAZONIAN REGENERATION 

The Amazonian rainforests of Peru offer a spectacular opportunity for research and conservation. In an area which was previously 

deforested due to logging demands, this project focuses on the redevelopment, research and management of creating a rainforest 

which works with local communities to ensure sustainability. 

On this project groups work alongside researchers and scientists on active studies which focus on regeneration of deforested areas 

and monitoring population regrowth in these areas. The tasks on the project are varied and will depend on the needs of the study at 

the time of the adventure, but can include monitoring the populations of a variety of animals in different rainforest zones. 

This adventure embraces the spirit of the rainforest and groups will learn practical tasks such as tracking, planting trees, placing 

camera traps and data collection techniques. As the projects help contribute to active and viable studies the focus of the projects 

will vary. 



Ongoing studies at the reserve include population monitoring of 

amphibians, birds, mammals and butterflies in the area.  

The location provides a unique insight into how rainforests can 

regenerate following destruction by the logging industry.  

It is not surprising that it rains in the rainforest so all adventurers 

should be prepared for wet conditions throughout their project. 

Day 22  TRANSFER TO CUSCO 

Today you will transfer back to Cusco for the final stage of your 

adventure. 

Day 23 to Day 27 INCA ESCAPADES: MACHU PICCHU TREK 

Today you will begin your trek to the stunning Machu Picchu. This dramatic trek takes 4 days to complete. The first few days will be 

challenging and all trekkers must have a good level of fitness to be able to participate. Altitude along the trail reach 4,200 metres on 

the second day which will be the most challenging but will reward the group with some spectacular views. 

The third day takes in several Inca ruins including Sayacmarca and Phuyupatamarca which translates as "town in the clouds".  

You will set off very early on day 4 so you will reach Machu Picchu at sunrise. Here you will get to explore the ruins which were first 

built around 1450 CE and are believed to be an Inca estate.  

You will explore Machu Picchu in the morning then head down to Ollantaytambo by train in the afternoon, and onward by bus to 

Cusco. 

   TRANSFER TO LAST NIGHT 

Today you will head back to Cusco for your final night in country. You will have a celebratory last meal in country and take a moment 

to reflect on your group achievements as well as how you have developed individually. 

Day 28  RETURN FLIGHT TO UK 

Your flight back to the UK will depart from Alejandro Velasco Astete International Airport (CUZ) Cusco. You will fly overnight via 

Madrid. 

Day 29  ARRIVAL UK 

Welcome home! 

If you would like to find out more about itinerary options, please get in touch. All itineraries 
can be adjusted to meet your group’s needs. 

 


